EWU president defects to China

University officials today released information that proves "beyond a doubt" Eastern President Fred Erickson's defection to the People's Republic of China, said Vice President Phil Sheriff.

Sheriff said Erickson had disappeared without a trace Wednesday noon during a luncheon meeting with three visiting Chinese professors.

Erickson had only recently returned from the first part of an exchange tour with the People's Republic, where he visited two universities near Peking.

The purpose of the trip was to arrange professor exchanges between the two countries.

Campus Safety traced Erickson and his three companions to the Spokane International Airport. All four were booked and apparently left on the 9:25 p.m. flight to Tokyo/Peking.

Sheriff said evidence reveals Erickson had liquidated many of his U.S. assets and placed his house in the hands of a realtor.

Campus Safety detectives found the only item missing from his two-story valley home was clothing.

Mrs. Erickson refused to comment on her husband's whereabouts.

Other evidence pointing to a defection included Erickson's conversion of U.S. dollars to yen, the disappearance of all EWU ping pong equipment, and his recent refusal to speak before the local chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution.

A Board of Trustees spokesman said Sheriff will remain as acting president until a permanent appointment can be made. Applications are now being accepted.

Until then, Sheriff will be restricted to campus except for official functions.

"We don't know if it is discontent with the university or the lure of foreign places," the BOT official said, "but we can't afford to lose another president. We'll have to keep him away from all airports and shipyards."

BOT officials are not yet entirely convinced of Erickson's defection. They are now consulting with the U.S. State Department to confirm his whereabouts.

Student shot dead

Mark M.E. Innocent, 19, a EWU sophomore, was shot dead in the campus commons late Tuesday afternoon following a misunderstanding with librarians in the Kennedy Library.

Investigating Officer Las B. Frenz of the Cheney Police Department said Innocent was shot as he fled the library after setting off the electronic burglar alarm system.

"The alarm sent him into the panic and he ran through the doors and onto the commons," Frenz said. "Librarians behind the corner grabbed their security guns and leaped after the student, firing three shots into his body."

Innocent was hit by two bullets, one in the arm and the other in the head, the latter killing him instantly.

The two librarians, who were following new guidelines in the library calling for stricter security, were not immediately identified further investigations.

No books or other library materials was found on Innocent's body, Frenz said. An autopsy revealed a small magnet in the victim's stomach, which is suspected to have triggered the alarm.

Dr. Fred Erickson, EWU president, expressed dismay at the incident but commented, "That's life."

"We want a first-rate school here," the president said. "Thees-discern Eastern's fine nose so we've turned to stricter security methods in an effort to deter those students as inclined."

"There's an unfortunate side to almost every effective rule," Erickson said. "Sometimes it gets to suffer, whether they deserve it or not."

Another harsh ruling here at Eastern involves discipline for students whose GPAs fall below 2.0.

"We should em. Erickson said, seeing. "We don't want any dunces on this campus."

Innocent is survived by his roommate in Pearce. Pigg's Padface, 20, a home economics major.

New this issue

This "scratch and sniff" dog picture is an example of how the Easterner, beginning this issue, will be producing more realistic photographs for its readers. Watch next issue for a special photo layout on the Primate Research Center
Library to be demolished

Parking garage to be erected

The John F. Kennedy Library will be torn down this spring to make way for a 12-story multi-million dollar parking garage, A.S. President Ron Whytry announced Monday.

Whytry said at a press conference Monday afternoon that a recent survey indicated a severe parking shortage on and around the Eastern campus. The problem apparently originated when all existing parking lots were closed and turned into roller skating rinks.

"We have done lots of research on this, and um, it does seem to me that this is um, probably the best route to follow," Whytry explained. "There are considerably more students who drive than there are those who go to the library. It came down to a choice and we had to be firm and decisive."

"Of course, it could always be somehow added. We don't want to have to make all the decisions around here. Whatever you guys can think of." 

The official go-ahead from the administration came through Wednesday evening, President Fred Erickson, who apparently left town unexpectedly, could not be reached for comment. However, Vice President Phil Sherriff echoed Whytry's comments.

"We have done lots of research on this, and um, it does seem that this is um, probably the best route to follow," he said. "The administration is all for this plan, even if it does mean we have to do without roller skating. We just will not give up our roller derbies. No way, man.

Construction begins soon on the parking garage, which is estimated to cost more than $15 million, is due to begin in June, or as soon as debris from the library is cleared from the site.

The structure, which will have 2,000 cars on three floors with 400 cars in a separate section. Cost of parking will be $25 a day. In order to encourage students to take advantage of "the convenience and reasonable cost," Whytry said all street and lot parking within five miles of Cheney has been banned.

Library demolition eyed

A.S. legislators met this week to decide on a means to do away with the three-story brick library structure. The A.S. first consider- ed letting the CTOR demolition squad use it as a practice site, but that idea was discarded when it was pointed out that even a small error could be destructive to the entire campus.

A.S. Vice President Fred Mc- Dougall suggested advertising for pyramidalias to get the job done.

"It would be both cheap and economical to do it that way," he said. "And very efficient. Just let one or two firebugs come in and the library would be gone—poof, overnight.

Legislators also clashed over the disposition of the books and materials stored at JFK. One student said the values could be transported by smallfeller to Twickenham and distributed over the tables. Cafeteria patrons would then be asked to sit on them while dining.

After lengthy discussion, the legislature voted to postpone the matter for future discussion and asked for written suggestions from interested students.

Student executions delayed

Governor Dixy Bee Craz issued stays of execution today for four Eastern students who were sentenced to death last week, because of low grades.

The students, Levon Soon, 21, I.M. Dume, 18, C.U. Later, 22 and Will I. Scream, 19, were slated for a firing squad execution in Eastern's central mall at noon Friday.

Rollo Apollo, the governor's press secretary, said in a statement to the press that many state officials had complained to the governor about Eastern's new policy of student execution.

Erickson said the state also benefits from the execution clause. "They are saving enormous amounts of money as we eliminate students after the first quarter of study."

This way, he said, the university's budget is lower as enrollment drops winter and spring quarters.

Erickson said the executions will be rescheduled for April 30 at noon.

Apollo said the governor had instructed the state attorney general to investigate the new university clause, which may be in violation of the state consti­ tution.

"The report should be in before the 30-day stay is over," he said. "If the report shows cause, Governor Craz may urge the attorney general to submit the issue to the State Supreme Court.

If the issue goes to court, state officials say, the condemned students will receive a stay of execution until the case is re­solved.

Dormie OD's

EWU sophomore Carl Can­na­bis, 20, a native of Bogota, Col­umbia, was found dead in his Streeter Hall dormitory room Monday night by his roommate. Police suspect an overdose of brownies.

"The more he ate, the hungrier he got," said Randy Roach, 19, the soft-spoken exchange stu­ dent's suitemate. "I guess you could say he's a victim of the confection connection. I never saw anything like it."

Cremation will be midnight Saturday at the Streeter room of Cannabis' closest campus com­ padre, Billy Bongbreath.

"Cali always wanted to be on the silver screen," Bongbreath snickered after finalizing funeral arrangements.

Drama major Cannabis came to Eastern last fall on the school's first honorary Peter Borrne­ Leaders-For-Latinos scholarship.

Surviving are three sisters, Mary Theresa, Theresa Mary and Emmy Lou, Columbia, all virgins.

Warning!

This issue of the Easterner was meant to be a parody of campus and community life. Whether or not we pull it off, you will have to be the judge.

In order not to embarrass people and to avoid lawsuits, we are changing the names of the innocent and of the guilty.

Happy April Fool's Day!
**Rubber reduction halts recreation**

A S. Representative Polly Pollenfree his week asked Eastern to honor President Carter's call for voluntary collegiate copulation conservation in light of the international "Condom Crisis."

"We must think of generations to come," Pollenfree said Tuesday, "at an impromptu press conference under a PUB table. "The more generations to come we control by not coming now, the more generations to come can control their coming."

Carter's announcement followed yet another price increase by the Organization of Prophylactic Exporting Countries (OPEC). The South American cartel, rocked by political instability, has "gone too far but can't do anything about it now," according to Carter.

"The cost of copulation has soared fly-high," an obviously tautive uses involving porno and prostitutes.

"He might not last very long," one veteran White House watcher said of Carter's quest for a second term. "It's starting to appear he doesn't know his pea­ nut from a hole in the mound."

"But for the average Jill, such concerns mean little as she struggles with the simple task of beating Jack off until the pressure lifts."

In the first visible commercial reaction to Carter's nationally televised request, many gas stations have begun closing their rest rooms on Sundays to help alleviate the shortage.

**Poison pictures**

In a first amendment stand, former Easterner photo editor John "Animal" Iparoc died refusing to hand over possible pornographic film to Cheney Police. Above, Iparoc is shown shortly before his death. The Washington State Supreme Court issued a subpoena Tuesday for the film as evidence in a university professor-student sexual harassment case. Police said many of the photos are explicit and can incriminate known sexual perverts. Iparoc faced possible imprisonment by withholding the film. Cause of death was listed as chemical poisoning. Easterner advisor Scott Utechak said today that Iparoc was gathering evidence for an Easterner expose and died in the line of duty.

**Pizza men attack Pearce**

By Adnil Relnik

Three students were killed, several injured and $15,000 damage was done to Pearce Hall last week when 10 crazed pizza deliverymen attacked the building for an apparent reason. Shrieking obscenities and tram­dishing pizza platters, the deliv­erymen smashed in the front doors of the building in the early afternoon. According to witnesses, they indiscriminately threw pizzas of various var­ieties throughout the dorm and attacked students. Three resi­dents were killed when five de­liverymen smothered them in a box of anchovies.

"It was awful," gasped a pale survivor of the massacre. "Pep­peroni and pineapple all over the place. The goo was knee-deep."

Six of the deliverymen were apprehended, according to Det. Edgell Winyegy of Campus Safety. An all-points bulletin is out on the others and Winyegy was confident that they would also be caught.

Several windows in the dorm were smashed by thrown beer glasses and obscene graffiti was scratched on the walls with in­mate paste.

Reasons for the attack were not given, but one apprehended de­liveryman was heard to shout incoherently about revenge for past attacks on himself by Pearce residents, Winyegy said.

"But that's silly," he added. "Our students never do such naughty things."

**Legislators hold secret rites**

In an unprecedented move Monday, the Associated Student Legislature barricaded the third floor of the PUB, barring press, Campus Safety detectives, ad­ministration, and students from the weekly meeting.

Campus safety reported the PUB evader out of commission and stairwell doors nailed shut.

A S. President Ron Whytry, who was refused access to his third-floor office, told the East­erner the group may be protesting because of happenings at last week's meeting.

"The jeers and heckling of the observers may have driven them to this," he said. "Everyone should have paid more attention even if they were discussing the redactions of the A.S. offices."

Eastern psychology professor John Johnboy said the legislators may be reacting negatively to the rejection they felt during that meeting.

"There might be emotional damage," he said. "This could scar­ce them for life."

Students and press who gathered on the second floor balconies of the PUB reported complete darkness, with only brief glimpses of lighted candles being car­ried through the hallways.

"Looks like being a pro is the only way to go," coed Betty Bottomsau, campus court­eans (see "So You Want To Be A... Prostitutes," p. 4). But campus economists urge optimism regarding efforts to develop domestic supplies, fol­lowing Carter's plea for "self­sufficiency over self-gratifica­tion."

"What goes up must come down," offered EWU finance pro­fessor Fred Fiscalmo. "At this point, going down appears to be the only safe alternative."

Political puns have kept busy buzzing over what the move might mean for Carter's erected.

"Our students never do such naughty things."
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Opinion

Shoot 'em dead

Millions of college students across the country are now joining the small group here at Eastern which believes universities should eliminate interior students who pull down the school's academic rating.

That Eastern has recognized this need to protect its scholastic excellence by implementing a new student execution clause is a major breakthrough.

Such a clause should be made an example of and taught that low academic work will not be tolerated.

Let it be a warning to all students that dare apply to enroll these hallowed gates.

Loafing will be the exception, and not the rule.

Those that do enter and not live up to the standards of Western will be taught a lesson. They will never do it again. They will have no chance.

The new policy calls for them to be shot by firing squad as an example.

That's right, cut the culls from the rest of the herd! Rid us of the plague! Throw out the rotted apples!

Most of them are long-haired freaks, un-patriotic dogs and communist pigs! They should be taken care of. We don't want them here--R.R.

Grocery list

The recent proposal by several A.S. representatives to build a Safeway Superstore in the middle of the Commons is one of the greatest ideas since round dormitories and windowless multipurpose buildings.

The facility would serve a great many interests on campus, besides the obvious--which is to provide students with an alternative to Tawanka.

Home economics majors would find the store a natural habitat, with educational opportunities in produce, the bakery and many other areas.

Marketing students and business majors could work behind the scenes and criminal justice majors could receive credit for nabbing shoplifters.

For the regular student, the supermarket would provide a great convenience--simply pop in between classes and grab a can of Coke and a bag of chips. Maybe the clerks will even give green stamps--A.A.

Letters

Shake it, baby

Dear Editor:

As a money saving move, the campus custodial staff has recommended to the president that we place the entire PUB on a swivel base. It costs a lot of money to move the staff to unbalance all the tables in the PUB each night so by moving the whole building on a swivel, we can save a couple thousand a year in the long run.

Obviously, we won't recognize any savings right off the bat because of the project's initial cost, but we think the idea will more than pay for itself.

What do you think? Are we off base, or not?

Things will be better with Coke and the Janitor (I don't do windows)

Dot-to-Dot answer

Boy, are you a jerk!

Did you really think a celebrity would look like that? Or anyone?

See Dot-to-Dot, next page

Letters

Let's all clap

Dear Editor and therefore students,

In a move to educate the student bodies towards the dangers of doing you-know-what in the bushes, what with all the nice weather and such, I have decided to rename the eightights of May celebration to Outdoor Communications Day. I feel that since many students go out and embark on sexual adventures without considering the possibility of catching some sort of venereal disease, say the running drip, or those horrible little itchy tons, we should change the name to communicate the dangers of those types of communicable diseases. And anyway, what has intercourse got to do with the celebration? I have intercourse in my office every day, with as many as 20 to 30 people.

Let's all clap

Sincerely,

EWU President

Hoofing it to class

Dear Editor:

In a move to further beautify the EWU campus, we've decided to pull out all the parking lots on campus. We feel that they unnecessarily clutter up the environment and are a source of constant minor accidents and other irritants.

In place of the lots we have decided to allow students to bring horses on campus. As classrooms are moved farther and farther apart with our building programs, we feel that horses are a viable means for students to reach one side of the campus from the other without being late.

Besides, we think the female students would look cute in those short short nylon pants jockeys wear. Since every one nags now, they shouldn't mind nagging it to class.

Sincerely,

EWU Bored of Trustees
The weather is too damn cold.

They'd never go for it.

It's very cool.

They must be realistic in this gradation, grunted Trick. "You've just got to know your own limitations. By the time you reach 21 or so, some of the equipment is bound to have gotten a little thread-burned." But while prostitution grad students do retire relatively young, they retire well off.

Salary indeed appears to be a big asset of prostitution. Even cub reporters: er that is prostitutes, have been known to rake in several hundred dollars for just one well-spent day (or night) at the office.

"Like I say, these kids are always in demand," gloated Trick. "Why, job placement on Friday and Saturday nights between 6 p.m. and 2 a.m. at the bus depot in town is 100 percent." However, Trick advised job-seeking grad students not to stake their fortunes blind-folded... come to think of it, some do," gasped Trick.

In addition, Trick pointed that most prostitution students never have to use their brains on the job. "It's so effortless and automatic, they can perform their duties blind-folded... come to think of it, some do," gasped Trick.

However, Trick added that prostitution is not always a piece of cake, and called it a "screw" business.

"Prostitutes have their peak days, while other days are just a grade or two above a very up and down business."

Early retirement, only a dream for most workers, is another highlight of the major. "It isn't so much a choice," said Trick. "It's almost metamorphic, and the end is very climactic.

For that reason, graduates are often advised to take out a 25-year declining insurance policy on certain parts of their anatomy.

"You must be realistic in this gradation," grunted Trick. "You've just got to know your own limitations. By the time you reach 21 or so, some of the equipment is bound to have gotten a little thread-burned." But while prostitution grad students do retire relatively young, they retire well off.

Salary indeed appears to be a big asset of prostitution. Even cub reporters: er that is prostitutes, have been known to rake in several hundred dollars for just one well-spent day (or night) at the office.

"Like I say, these kids are always in demand," gloated Trick. "Why, job placement on Friday and Saturday nights between 6 p.m. and 2 a.m. at the bus depot in town is 100 percent." However, Trick advised job-seeking grad students not to stake their fortunes blind-folded... come to think of it, some do," gasped Trick.

In addition, Trick pointed that most prostitution students never have to use their brains on the job. "It's so effortless and automatic, they can perform their duties blind-folded... come to think of it, some do," gasped Trick.

However, Trick added that prostitution is not always a piece of cake, and called it a "screw" business.

"Prostitutes have their peak days, while other days are just a grade or two above a very up and down business."

Early retirement, only a dream for most workers, is another highlight of the major.

While the department has yet to pull off full departmental accreditation, or for that matter any accreditation, advisors do recommend a three-quarter enrichment program for the pre-prostitution benefit.

Some of the classes in the program include: P.E. 279 (Funamentals of Rhythm), Dmn. 110 (Voice and Movement), Com 402 (Persuasion), and P.E. 123 (Fly Casting).

"Prostitutes must be flexible," mused Trick. "After all, as every good businessman knows, the customer is always right, and it does take all types to make the world go round.

Just as dentists have patients with different needs—braces, dentures, etc., our grads have their transvestites, sadists and masochists."

Trick added that prostitution is a very natural and easy to master major. "If they are on the ball and willing to buckle down, most kids can catch on in a snap, or for that matter a zipper or eye and hook.

Sometimes a course in personal finance is taken, but most grads tend to leave money matters in the hands of an added partner who acts both as a public relations agent and a financial counselor.

Often enough, there is also an uncanny coupling between prostitution clients and mixed drinks. "It's really very elementary," reported Trick. "You have your basic Wallbangers, Russian Vodka, or is it Velvet Russians? So Gin Fizzes and Screwdrivers. Hub! Can't print that? Oh, well then, NEVER MIND."

"But there is one thing you should know, Trick trumped out. "There are no sex pests in our department whatsoever. Boys and girls alike seem to get off on it (prostitution) equally.

"But we in prostitution are really not so special, though," Trick continued. "Just everyday people. Like all students, our prostitutes-to-be dream of one day managing their own affairs. It certainly has paid off for me, heh, heh, heh Eh heh... but that's listed under graduate studies and another program along with. "Ah, off the record, Ernie, perhaps we could get together again and discuss it over a (9 minute blank is tape...)."

At the interview's climactic conclusion, Trick wheedled out to this reporter, "In all seriousness, like you and I, prostitution majors just aspire to get ahead."

### Your Turkey

**Bono B. Bristelface, cosmetics**

"You'd never go for it. The weather is too damn cold.

**Cly Clops, optometrist**

"I've had my eye on you ever since.

**Peter Pickfinger, undeclared**

"Hey, that's not too bad. It has a kind of ring to it. Yeah, I really like it, but there's one major problem. Where would we put Disneyland?"

### Today's Dot-to-Dot

**Celebrit Dot-to-Dot**

[Image of a Dot-to-Dot puzzle]

**Rainbow Munchkin, vernelian blind cleaning**

"It would be a terrible blow to our image. Just thinking about it makes me queasy.

**Denise Drool, etymology**

"Are you kidding? Haven't we been put through enough traumatic times being labeled EEE-WAHH?"

"I can't see changing over to a school that will leave us with U-C-A, for a nickname. That would be a terrible blow to our image. Just thinking about it makes me queasy."
Doldrum returns; under observation

Ken Doldrum, assistant to the president, returned Wednesday night after a disappearance of a week. He claimed to have taken a mysterious journey in a runaway house via tornado somewhere over Kansas.

Doldrum also claimed to have landed in a strange country known as Oz and made contact with local characters known as Munchkins. Discussions are currently underway for an exchange program with these people, he said.

Chad in a blue-ghingam, knee-length jumper over a white blouse. Doldrum also wore blue ankle-socks and ruby slippers. Under his arm he carried an uncertain looking Yorkshire terrier he called Toto.

During the interview, Doldrum was observed to leap to his feet and dash to the window screaming, "Uncle Henry, Auntie Em!" on occasion. He also spoke of wicked witches, emerald cities and horses of varying colors. He was described as incoherent.

Doldrum disappeared at the start of spring break when he went to a nostalgia movie festival in Spokane. Efforts by local and state authorities to locate him were unsuccessful.

His wife said he returned on his own Wednesday night dancing up the walk and singing, "We're off to see the wizard; the wonderful, wizard of Oz." He then attempted to introduce her to a lion, scarecrow and tin woodman. Mrs. Doldrum said that there was no one else there.

Doldrum has been taken to Eastern State Mental Hospital for observation.

Phil Sheriff, acting president of EWU, commented, "I've heard of Kodorak's claims, but I've hardly ever seen anything like this."

Sheriff then excused himself, saying he had to fly to England. He had an appointment with Prince John about a certain inordinate fellow named Robin Hood.

Eastern's Eclectic Witchcraft Union (EWU) has canceled its monthly vestal virgin sacrifice and wiener roast, originally scheduled for April 1 in Central mall of the campus. A group spokesman claimed the cancellation was due to a lack of available campus virgins.

Mystery disease strikes

A strange malady has stricken over two-thirds of the females on campus, according to Campus Health Official Sidney Goodbody. Symptoms include morning sickness, crabbiness, thickening waistlines and a craving for pickles and ice cream. This epidemic coincides with an increasing disappearance of campus melan. Goodbody said the two mysteries are not connected.

"We can't understand what is happening," Goodbody said. "I've never seen anything like it."

Goodbody likened the mysteriousness of the illness to the Legionnaires Disease that struck Philadelphia some years ago and said he plans to call in nationally known medical authorities to study the situation.

Meanwhile, Gov. Dixie Bee Cray has declared EWU a disaster area and is sending medical supplies, blankets, swaddling clothes, diapers and baby blankets to campus.

"I think she knows something about the problem, but isn't telling us," Goodbody said.

Gov. Cray refused to talk to reporters. No fatalities have been reported and Goodbody expressed confidence that the malady would soon disappear.

Tunnel vision

12 discovered in darkness

Twelve people were discovered this morning living beneath the Eastern campus by a maintenance crew who were in the underground tunnels working on the school's heating system. Pres. Fred Erickson announced Monday.

"It seems they were directed there by General Advising," Erickson said. "The students were advised to take a class in Patterson Hall, but the advisor gave them the wrong directions."

The students were given a room number which actually is an entrance to the underground maze. Erickson said. Once in, they couldn't find their way out.

"That was about 15 years ago, we figure, because most of the people appear to be in their mid 30's," the president said.

The group survived on rats, spiders and bread crusts, the latter left on occasion by maintenance persons who would take lunch breaks in the passages, Erickson said.

Members of the group, who were first quarter freshmen at the time of the disappearance, said they didn't realize they were lost until one, who had a glow in the dark watch, realised the professor was late for class.

"We'd heard Paterson was sort of dark and cavernous," said Bill A. Mole, apparent leader and spokesman of the group, "so we weren't immediately aware we were in the wrong place.

"We walked in the door and it was dark, but the light switch said 'save energy-turn off lights' so we stumbled in looking for desks."

The search for seats drew the students further in to the maze of tunnels, so that by the time one noticed it was past time for class to start, it was already too late. Threats of lawsuits were withdrawn when the administration voted to award each of the 12 a bachelor's degree in commercial living with an emphasis in plumbing.

Bogdown hears own case

Al Bogdown, assistant provost for student services, was apprehended Saturday night behind Monroe Hall consuming a controlled substance and smashing the windows of Eastern vehicles.

"Bogdown was definitely under the influence," said Det. Einfel Wysig of Campus Safety. But he declined to say just what Bogdown was under the influence of.

Since Bogdown, affectionately known as "Uncle Al," routinely handles such on-campus matters, it was decided to turn him over to himself for questioning and possible punishment. The cost of damage is not known at this time.

"The appropriate steps towards restitution are being taken care of," Bogdown said. "I have scheduled an appointment with myself to discuss the matter. I'm sorry that I cannot say what steps will be taken as it is a policy of the school to keep silent about these matters."

Bogdown also refused to say what might happen if he failed to keep the appointment or whether he would expel himself from campus for his actions.
Car Cookery

The Gourmet Experimental Institute of EWU at Cheney has discovered an innovative method of preparing foods. This technique will soon prove the most popular than stir frying and crock cooking, or even that old favorite, crepe cooking.

This new technique combines the excitement of gourmet cooking with daring feats similar to those performed by hand gliders, skydivers and mountain climbers.

Ever keep track of how the money disappears on vacation when you always have to eat out? Now there's a way to beat those exorbitant costs by preparing a simple, nutritious and taste-pleasing snack as you go.

Cheese Drops

Take one large block hard yellow cheese, fresh from ice chest. Balance precariously on one knee and attempt to saw off slices no thicker than 5" with small plastic knife. When knife breaks and cheese gets into face, attempt to restrain driver from running off and destroy hysteria.

Avocado jam

Gingerly reach for an elderly avocado and jam thumb into overripe specimen. Use last napkin to wipe hands. Take broken end of plastic knife and attempt to peel. Once peeled and hacked, place slices on cracker, wait for driver to take sharp turn on two wheels and then wear lovely avocado jam on front of shirt.

Men's & Women's Cuts & Styles starting at $5.00

Redken Products Snip & Style

506 E. 235-4975

CONTACT LENS WEARERS

Can now wear hard or soft lens supplies. Send for free illustrated catalog.

CONTACT LENS SUPPLY CENTER

341 E. Camelback Phoenix, Arizona 85012

From the Islands: KALAPANA in concert with Special Guest

Rick Chapman

Kennedy Pavilion Gonzaga University

April 6 – 8 p.m.

Student Tickets $3.50 available at M&M Ticket Outlets or A.S.G.U. Offices

Presented by: The Associated Students of Gonzaga University

Tawanka Commons LUNCHEON MENU

Thursday, Mar. 29: Split Pea Soup, Fishwich w/Tarrar Sauce, Hamburger Pie, Chef’s Salad.

Friday, Mar. 30: Minestrone Soup, Corn Beef Sandwich on Rye w/ Potato Chips, Enchiladas, Tuna Salad Bowl.

Saturday, Mar. 31: Brunch.

Sunday, Apr. 1: Cream of Potato Soup, Codgongs, Creole Spaghetti, Salmon Salad.

Tuesday, Apr. 3: Chicken Noodle Soup, Submarine Sandwich, Roast Beef Hash and Gravy, Egg Salad Bowl.

Wednesday, Apr. 4: Cream of Mushroom Soup, Pizza, Cream Tuna on Toast, Ham Salad.

Lunch tickets are available in the Cashier’s Office for 10 lunches for $13.50 or $2.96 per day.

April Fool’s edition
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ニヒトを教える汚ない政治

Richard M. Nixon, former president of the United States and refurbished political analyst, announced his new position as professor of government at Eastern Washington University.

Nixon, who left Washington, D.C. under the cloud of Watergate in 1974 and later made the book by writing a book about his own White House years, has led a checkered political career. He received his law degree at Scree U of California and later gained a broad background in manipulating national politics.

The former president is scheduled to conduct a class in dirty politics at EWU to await usage, a course designed for upper division government majors. Because of its expedient popularity, course enrollment will be limited to students who are definitely planning on political careers.

We figure this will be just about the best experience in crookery that a budding politician will ever be able to receive. According to government department spokesman, who declined to be named, "I think it would be a good idea to sign up for the course myself as I've had my eye on Washington for quite some time. Some of Ticky Dick's tricks could come in handy."

Anarchy in America 418 is another class scheduled to be taught by Nixon. Examples at both state and federal levels will be explained and analyzed by students.

"This is a great opportunity for me to do my share of what politics really is all about," Nixon told the Easterner. "After all, anarchy is the basis on which a great country like America should be run."

In addition to Dirty Politics 312 and Anarchy 498, Nixon will instruct mining units in wire-tapping, laundering illegal campaign funds, and tape recording and erasing.

The former president, who has a solid background in dirty campaigns and strategies, still claims to be ignorant of these other skills. In order to overcome this obstacle, outside speakers will be brought in to supplement Nixon's lectures.

The first guest speaker, scheduled for April 18 and one-half hour, is Rose Mary Woods, former executive secretary to the president. She will present a lecture entitled "Five Easy Ways to Erase Incriminating Evidence Without Even Trying."

The Dammed Phase floor to save $1.7 million

By Kitty Cat Scoop

Water sport fanatics at Eastern can now enjoy the newly opened aquatics facility until the next fiscal budget period to see if Gov. Dixy Bee Cray OK's the proposed $2.7 million aquatic expansion project.

According to Board Stif, university architect, construction of two regulation sized swimming pools and one diving pool is underway on the EWU campus.

It's all been made possible by the successful efforts of the new aquatic program. Students have been able to participate in water sports for the first time ever. Students have been able to swim in the pools and one diving pool now is available at 65 mph, tip plate and let juice smear all over window, making visibility zero.

Water sport fanatics at Eastern can now enjoy the newly opened aquatics facility until the next fiscal budget period to see if Gov. Dixy Bee Cray OK's the proposed $2.7 million aquatic expansion project.

According to Board Stif, university architect, construction of two regulation sized swimming pools and one diving pool is underway on the EWU campus.

It's all been made possible by the successful efforts of the new aquatic program. Students have been able to participate in water sports for the first time ever. Students have been able to swim in the pools and one diving pool now is available at 65 mph, tip plate and let juice smear all over window, making visibility zero.

The best time to dive into this new experiment is when the driver is in a good mood and putting Juneapple curves at 70 mph. Car Cook can simply turn around in his seat, close the eyes and go into contraptions to grab food out of a cardboard box, conveniently placed as far as possible and buried under a mound of clothes.

If you prefer hot meals, be sure to include a propane torch among your holiday gear. But if occasional cold snacks will suffice, you're in for a real taste treat. Here are some sample recipes:

Cheese Drops

Take one large block hard yellow cheese, fresh from ice chest. Balance precariously on one knee and attempt to saw off slices no thicker than 5" with small plastic knife. When knife breaks and cheese gets into face, attempt to restrain driver from running off and destroy hysteria.

Avocado jam

Gingerly reach for an elderly avocado and jam thumb into overripe specimen. Use last napkin to wipe hands. Take broken end of plastic knife and attempt to peel. Once peeled and hacked, place slices on cracker, wait for driver to take sharp turn on two wheels and then wear lovely avocado jam on front of shirt.

Minestrone Soup, Corn Beef Sandwich on Rye w/ Potato Chips, Enchiladas, Tuna Salad Bowl.

To dispose of remaining apple juice spilled on paper plate, roll down window while car is going at 65 mph, tip plate and let juice smear all over window, making visibility zero.
Gallery

Beatle reunion no go at EWU

What has been billed by newspapers, magazines and broadcasters worldwide as the greatest rock concert of the century—the coming together of the Beatles here at Easterns—has been cancelled, informed sources reported.

Word came earlier today that, because of legal hassles, (the CIA, FBI, and Doris Day) the four former Beatles cannot advertise or perform under their original name, "The Beatles."

"Lennon, McCartney, Harrison and Starr just don't cut it," a group spokesman said, though the foursome has on record numerous albums they have cut.

Because of legal hassles, (he casters worldwide as the greatest papers, magazines and broad-casts) the no go at EWU concert promoters and student members—of the Beatles—er-members—of-the-Beatles—wanted to premier in Cheney. It was quite explosive. If success—wants—of—Nestled in the EWU campus, Tawanka daily caters to the nutritional needs of dormitory residents and a few others. It is quite a place to dine out in Cheney. Those who have obviously never part-taken of the gourmet delights at Tawanka Commons.

Tawanka Commons... cafeteria line.

What’s that swimming in the soup?" asks one student as he looks on while a classmate tries to fish out the object in the pot. Patrons of Tawanka Commons contend with strange and exotic dishes daily—nothing like good home cooking, literally.

"Crâp' exhibit opens

NOW ACCEPTING STUDENTS
THE EXTENDED/INTENSIVE DAY PRESCHOOL
DESIGNED TO MEET THE SCHEDULE OF STUDENT PARENTS
LOCATION: 423 N. 8th in the United Church of Christ (non-church affiliated)

SCHEDULE:
Extended Day—9 a.m.-1 p.m. or 8 a.m.-Noon M-F
$2.10/day or $10/week
Intensive Day—9:30 a.m.-Noon M-F
$1.25/day or $6/week
ALL PAYABLE 4 WEEKS IN ADVANCE.

Parents commit themselves to a time and two or more days of their own choosing. Parents also contribute snacks and are encour-aged to work a few hours a month in the preschool.
The preschool is meant to be a convenience for parents, but the main concern is to help children to achieve in tasks of their choice. To keep costs low, it concentrates only on preschool programs. It doesn’t offer such things as outdoor, music, art, science, or drop-in services.

For more information or to register, call 235-4456 or visit the preschool.
Girl rescued from mugger

The Sociology department here at Berkeley is now presenting weekly lectures to help acquaint students with life in different parts of the country.

Mr. Phil N. Blank of California's prestigious Harvey World University, was the opening speaker Wednesday. Blank related a harrowing story of a young high school student in New York City who faced the ultimate of perils and pitfalls one afternoon on a charity mission.

We, the editors of the Eastern, feel that this story is of profound importance, so much so that we have printed the story in its entirety for those few students who missed Wednesday night's lecture.

By Super Wrench

Once upon a time in New York City there was a ten-ager who always wore a red mini-skirt. For this reason everyone called her Little Red Mini-Skirt, which was her real name, which was Brushtilde.

One day, just at dusk, Little Red Mini-Skirt's mother asked her to take a basket of goodies to her older sister, who lived on the other side of Central Park.

There is a basket of goodies, Little Red Mini-Skirt, her mother said, "to take to your older sister who lives on the other side of Central Park. In the basket I've put my jewels, $40 in change, and our good silver. Be careful, hurry on your way and don't talk to strangers." So Little Red Mini-Skirt took the basket of goodies and hurried on her way. Near the middle of the park she met a mugger.

"Hello, Little Red Mini-Skirt," said the mugger, "where are you going tonight?"

"My most recent shock came the other evening when I was listening to records at my girlfriend's house. You see, in one part of my routine I tell the audience how to break up with their master. You say, "I break with thee, I break with thee, I break with thee." Then you use their feet for a fire hydrant. So there we were listening to albums, and I couldn't believe it. Steve Martin had stolen another act."

Tickets for the 7:30 p.m. performance are $6 and may be purchased at the usual M&M outlets. Complimentary dog biscuits will be available at the door.

Meanwhile, the mugger hurried over to the older sister's house, getting there well ahead of Little Red Mini-Skirt. He knocked on the door with his glove-clad hand.

"Who's there?" called Little Red Mini-Skirt's sister.

"It is I, Little Red Mini-Skirt," called the mugger in his best Little Red Mini-Skirt voice. "Oh, it's you Brushtilde, come in," growled the older sister.

So the mugger went in,ugged the sister, tied her up, stuffed her in the closet, put on her shorty-pajamas and climbed into her bed. Just then there came a knock on the door.

"Who is it?" called the mugger in his best older sister voice.

"It is I, Little Red Mini-Skirt," called Little Red Mini-Skirt. "Oh, you're Brushtilde, come in," growled the mugger.

So Little Red Mini-Skirt went in and walked over to her sister's bed.

Mother sent you her jewels, $40 in change and our good silver," said Little Red Mini-Skirt. "Why in hell I don't know, though," she added, sticking out her tongue. "Thanks, kid," said the mugger.

"You're welcome," said Little Red Mini-Skirt. "You're welcome.

"Thank you, kind plumber," said Little Red Mini-Skirt. "You're welcome.

"Thank you, kind plumber," said the mugger. "You're welcome.

"Thank you, kind plumber," said Little Red Mini-Skirt. "You're welcome.

"Anytime. Say, what a nice mask you have on," said Red.

"Thank you. All the better to protect my identity with," said the mugger.

"And say, what nice gloves you have on," said Red.

"Thank you. All the better to prevent leaving fingerprints with," said the mugger.

"And say, what a nice rope you have in your hand," said Red.

"Thank you. All the better to tie you up with," said the mugger. "Then he jumped out of the bed and tied up Little Red Mini-Skirt."

Fortunately both Red and her older sister, the plumber, who was working next door, heard Little Red Mini-Skirt screaming and ran to see what was the matter. He came just as the mugger was stuffing the last of the silver into a big black bag, hit him over the head with a pipe wrench, and tied him up. Then he set Little Red Mini-Skirt free.

The mugger was stufing the last of the good silver into a big black bag, hit him over the head with a pipe wrench, and tied him up. Then he set Little Red Mini-Skirt free.

Icelandic announces the best deal to Europe:

$334
roundtrip.
(900 one way)

No restrictions.
Chicago to Luxembourg.
Every seat at the same price.
Confirmed reservations.
Free wine, macaroni, 4 flights weekly.
Stay 1 to 36 days.
Purchase tickets in the U.S.A.

For more information contact the Icelandic Information Team while you're on campus March 27-30.

You can make an appointment through the Placement Office.

MED SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING ACCEPTED
TUTITION, BOOKS, FEES AND 400 MONTHLY

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT THE OFFICER INFORMATION TEAM WHILE THEY ARE ON CAMPUS MARCH 27-30.

YOU CAN MAKE AN APPOINTMENT THROUGH THE PLACEMENT OFFICE.

ICELANDIC CINELAND
25 years a leader at times of Europe

*Effective April 1st this May 1st and subject to change.
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**Sports**

By Full Nelson King

The resurrection of Roman gladiator games, using Washington State convicts as combatants, will begin next fall as a money-making venture to fund a roller derby team and other popular sports at Eastern, announced EWU athletic director Ben Takin.

"The method I propose would be similar to that of Roman gladiators who fought to the death in front of the public in ancient Rome," Takin said Wednesday. "In this case, state prisoners will volunteer to fight each other in groups of 25."

According to the game plan, the last contestant standing will be proclaimed the winner and rewarded with fame and an easy, luxurious life in exile.

Takin said the events would take place daily at the football stadium. Construction will begin immediately to install heavy 30-foot high walls of unbreakable glass to separate the contestants from the spectators. Tickets for the games will range from $10 to $100.

"Prior to each event, the prisoners will draw at random one hand tool, which they can use as they please during the battle," Takin explained. Acceptable hand tools include a weed eater, sledge hammer, machete, baseball bat, and chain saw.

Under the 1979 gladiators' guidelines, any man or woman on earth who voluntarily wants to participate is eligible to do so.

"However, with the terminal results of such an event, most contestants would be men in state prisons who are sentenced to death or life and are willing to take a chance at winning," he said.

"The reward for winning--an easy, luxurious life in exile plus the fame of national recognition--would be enough to muster up plenty of eager contestants," Takin added. "Of course, there will probably be a number of contestants who will enter with no thought of winning but just want the sheer pleasure of participating."

In the event that the gladiator games become extremely popular and produce an abundance of winners who all earn the right to exile, an annual tournament of champions could evolve, Takin said. This would reduce the number of winners gaining exile to one per year.

"This is probably the best thing to hit collegiate sports in decades," Takin said. "Not only will it provide us with extra revenue to develop roller derbies and other sports, it will help reduce the number of idiots running around the world."

### Wrestler seeks rematch

Professional wrestler Fredrickson Von Ogdon, who lost a controversial match to Mr. Nice last month's contest in the PUB, claims his loss was totally due to an ineffective and stupid referee.

Von Ogdon, who claims to be from Nazi Germany, insists he didn't actually lose the match, which was ruled a draw at the height of an excellent boxing smoker on the EWU campus. In a recent interview with Easterner sports reporter Jerry King, Von Ogdon explained why his grudge isn't with his opponent Mr. Nice but with the referee Tulio Tulip.

**EASTERNER:** Why the grudge with the referee?

**VON OGDON:** That idiot referee declared me the loser over Mr. Nice fair and square and then reversed the decision just because Mr. Nice complained over a little tactility.

**EASTERNER:** Yes, but that tactility was your partner entering the ring, knocking the referee unconscious, saving you from defeat and helping you to win...

**VON OGDON:** Shut up. That's totally beside the point. I was declared the winner and then that decision was reversed and I got disqualified. That ref ripped me off.

**EASTERNER:** Well, why don't you ask for a match with the referee, Tulio Tulip?

**VON OGDON:** Aw, that pipsqueak would be history if I ever got my hands on him.

**EASTERNER:** I'm surprised you're not more hostile towards Mr. Nice since he was the man who defeated you.

**VON OGDON:** What's wrong with your ears? Do they work as badly as they look? I just told you that I won fair and square and that spastic referee ripped me off.

**EASTERNER:** What will you do now?

**VON OGDON:** Well, I haven't ate anything yet today, so I think I'll go down to the pet store and then I'm off to Wallace, Idaho, to spend my paycheck.

**EASTERNER:** No, I meant to ask what does your wrestling future hold for you?

**VON OGDON:** I will seek Mr. Nice to the ends of the earth and demand a rematch. I want Tulip to officiate so I can prove once and for all that I can win--fair and square, like I did in the first place.

**EASTERNER:** Won't Mr. Nice demand a safeguard from your partner interfering again?

**VON OGDON:** If Mr. Nice can't protect himself, then he shouldn't have the common sense to get someone in there who can help him.

**EASTERNER:** Are you suggesting that Mr. Nice got a partner, creating the possibility of a tag match?

**VON OGDON:** Where the hell did you hear that? Did you go to school at EWU by any chance?

**EASTERNER:** Hey, I thought I was asking the questions in this interview.

**VON OGDON:** Interview? This is an interview? It was making so little sense that I thought it was an A.S. meeting.

---

**Sweaty sweeties sexy**

Who said women in sports couldn't be sexy too? An occasional flash of the navel, girls, can catch the eye or most any man, no matter how sweaty you are from a hard game.

---

**Terrifico Cúpons!**

Coupons just for you and good only in CHENAY at 723 First

Reg. 1.39 each

2 Soft Chalupas 2.09

Incredibly delicious, super-sized, super taco build with seasoned ground beef, sour cream, cheddar cheese, and lettuce in soft shell

Valid March 29-April 4, 1979, Cheney Store Only

Reg. 59c each

3 Crunchy Tacos 1.29

The Mexcan Sandwich! A crunchy corn tortilla stacked with ground beef, cheddar cheese, shredded lettuce and fresh tomato

Valid March 29-April 4, 1979, Cheney Store Only

---

Pro wrestling champions Fredrickson Von Ogdon and brother Wheel-lock team up to search for Tulio Tulip, referee, who Fredrickson claims "ripped me off" in a wrestling match decision four weeks ago. The match, against Mr. Nice was awarded to Nice because of a "Technicality," Fredrickson said.
Zorn missed
O.J. traded
to Seahawks

The Seattle Seahawks announced today that they have acquired O.J. in a surprise trade with the San Francisco 49ers.

Orville Jewum, known by friends as “O.J.” has worked as the 49ers backup scoreboard operator. He was acquired by the Seattle team in exchange for Seahawk organist Branden Kowz and a cheerleader, who will be named at a later date.

In an unrelated story, “Bull” Gene Biege, coach of the Beaver City bees bowling team, announced Tuesday that Tim Zorn, the team’s leading scorer, will be badly missed tonight when the Bees bass their third straight league bowling title.

Biege reported that Zorn will be unable to perform, due to an injury he sustained while scuba diving in the nude off Puget Sound. Zorn apparently dove too close to lobster beds. His position on the bowling team will be taken by former porn star Peter Sharon.

Bra dispute bustles

EWU’s women’s track team members are arguing over the brassiere controversy that has led to a refusal by half the team to compete. Troubles emerged last month when one team member who placed second in a 500-yard dash claimed she actually tied for first, but the winner was wearing a bra two sizes larger and so broke the ribbon before her. Striking team members are demanding that all competitors in college women’s track be required to wear bras of the same size, with size suggested as the standard size to allow for those who need it. Smaller women will be provided with Kleenex to make up the difference.

Want to spend this summer sailing the Caribbean? The Pacific? Europe? Cruising other parts of the world aboard sailing or power yachts? Boat owners need crews! For free information, send a 15¢ stamp to Xanadu, 6833 So. Gessner, Suite 661, Houston, TX 77036.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

Jim Snow
5’11” Outfielder

Jim is Eastern’s leading hitter with a .419 average for the season. In Eastern’s seven games last week, he hit 9 of 23 times at bat, hit 2 triples and has stolen 9 bases. Eastern is 7-2 for the season.
College Survival

There's Got to Be a Better Way!

There is. One free Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics lesson will prove it to you. Today take the free Reading Dynamics lesson and you can dramatically increase your reading speed in that one free lesson.

Why let the responsibilities that college demands deprive you of enjoying the college life? With Reading Dynamics you can handle both—all the reading you're expected to do and know plus still have time to do what you want to do.

Today you can increase your reading speed, dramatically at the free Reading Dynamics lesson. You've got nothing to lose but a lot of cramming and sleepless nights. Reading Dynamics. Now you know there is a better way. Take the free lesson and kiss your "No-Snooze" goodbye.

Schedule of Free Lessons
SPECIAL STUDENT CLASSES!
ONE WEEK ONLY
Friday, March 30th through Thursday, April 5th
ROOM 3B – PENCE UNION BUILDING
3 p.m. or 7 p.m.

Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics